사전등록안내

등록비
1일(18일)등록: 20,000원
개방의 연수정학(17일) 포함 양일등록: 30,000원
현장등록: 30,000원
사전등록 마감일: 2016년 7월 3일(일)

연수정학 등록
대한의사협회 6명점

신청방법: 등록비는 아래의 음행계좌로 입금하시고
등록신청서를 작성하신 후 FAX 또는
E-mail로 보내주십시오.

참가신청접수처
TEL: 02-2266-7078
FAX: 02-2277-5194
E-mail: jin@ijpnc.com

입금은행계좌
107-20-202658 (SC서일은행)
예금주: 심현정

Road map

• 지하철: 2호선·건대입구역 3번 출구
6호선·건대입구역 3번 출구
• 일반버스: 건대입구역에서 가까운 지하철역
240, 721, 3220, 2222, 3217, 3218, 4212
건대입구역 2223, 2224

Organized by
Glocal Digestive Disease Center

Endorsed by
WEO, KOREN, NIA, APAN

The International Workshop of Glocal Digestive Disease Center of Konkuk University Medical Center

2016 International Hub in Advanced Endoscopy
- Bringing the Best in the World to You -

| Date | 16th, July 2016 |
| Venue | Auditorium in Konkuk University Medical Center(B3), Seoul, Korea |
|       | International Teleconference Room and Glocal Digestive Disease Center(4F) |

Secretariat
Digestive Disease Center, Konkuk University Hospital
120-1 Neungdong-Ro, Hwayang-Dong, Gwangjin-Gu, Seoul, Korea 143-729
Tel: +82-2-2030-7490 Fax: +82-2-2030-5029
E-Mail: 20110235@Kuh.ac.kr
Dear colleagues and friends,

It is an honor to invite you to our 5th annual international workshop on “2016 International Hub in Advanced Endoscopy - Bringing the World Best to You -” at Digestive Disease Center of Konkuk University Medical Center.

This year, our international workshop will deal with a variety of concerns on advanced gastrointestinal endoscopy. Our workshop will offer you the latest research, skills and therapeutic technologies regarding remote education of endoscopy, endoscopic therapy of gastric and colonic disease, especially focused on the quality controlled ESD, magnifying endoscopy, and also needle based confocal laser endomicroscopy during EUS-FNA, GI metal stenting, Peroral endoscopic myotomy(POEM) and endoscopic papillary large balloon dilatation (EPLBD). It will also provide an excellent opportunity to exchange advanced knowledge of the latest issues on GI endoscopy with experts through live demonstrations and keynote lectures from Hong Kong and China.

We are convinced that the workshop will be valuable for every participant in providing unique opportunity to learn and discuss state-of-the-art techniques with the worldwide well known experts.

I wish all of you a good luck and hope you gain a lot from our workshop.

Chan Sup Shim, MD, FASGE, AGAF
Course director

Glocal Digestive Disease Center, Konkuk University Medical Center, Seoul, Korea